CONGRATULATIONS SPRING 2021 GRADUATES!

Brandon Anderson, MS
Elizabeth Cantey, MS
Roger James, MS
Carole Reeves, MS

SUMMER 2021 CLASSES BEGAN JUNE 1

QUESTIONS?
Contact Charlotte Henley
931.393.7293
chenley@utsi.edu
Calendar for Summer 2021

June 1, 2021  Classes Begin
June 9, 2021  Last Day to Final Register, Add, Change Grading Options or Drop with a “W”
July 4, 2021  Independence Day Holiday (no classes)
July 9, 2021  Last Day to Defend Thesis/Dissertation
July 29, 2021  Total Withdrawal from the University Deadline
July 29, 2021  Classes End
July 31, 2021  Official Graduation Date for Transcript
August 13, 2021  No Summer Commencement Ceremony or Graduate Hooding Ceremony
August 13, 2021  Fall 2021 Graduation Application and Admission to Candidacy Forms Deadline

Fall 2021 Course Offering

NOTICE  All ENMG prefix courses are now listed under IE prefix.
Same classes just listed under IE.

For complete course listing and descriptions see Schedule of Classes/Timetable

IE 483  Introduction to Reliability Engineering  
IE 501  Design Project  
IE 503  Introduction to Industrial Engineering Research  
IE 516  Statistical Methods in IE  
IE 526  Advanced Systems Modeling & Simulation  
IE 535  Productivity and Quality Engineering  
IE 537  Analytical Methods for Engineering Managers  
IE 544  Manufacturing Systems Modeling and Analysis (new course)  
IE 550  Graduate Seminar  
IE 560  Introduction to Proofs for Engineers  
IE 600  Doctoral Research and Dissertation  
IE 608  Advanced Optimization via Simulation
CONGRATULATIONS
SPRING 2021 GRADUATES

Roger James, MS

Brandon Anderson, MS
Elizabeth Cantey, MS
Carole Reeves, MS
Continuous Enrollment Policy

All degree-seeking students are expected to make a full commitment to their graduate and/or professional study to ensure that they can complete all degree requirements without unnecessary delay. Graduate students are therefore required to maintain an active status through continuous enrollment from the time of first enrollment until graduation. (Doctoral students registered for course 600 Dissertation have option of exemption under special circumstances of full-time internships not related to the dissertation. See section on Exemption from Continuous Enrollment of Course 600.

Continuous enrollment is maintained by registering for a minimum of one graduate credit hour per semester (excluding the summer, unless stipulated otherwise by the program or department). However, students who have started taking dissertation hours (course 600 Dissertation) must maintain a minimum of 3 credit hours per semester during all semesters, including the summer, in order to comply with the Continuous Enrollment requirement. (taken from UT Graduate Catalog)